1998 dodge ram 1500 heater problems

Not sure how to approach this one, I was told it could be a vacume leak or detached hose,???
Maybe it's the heater core its self but I'm not getting the tell tale antifreeze smell which rules out
the heater core I think. Anyone who can shed some light on this for me would be greatly
appreciated, as I live in Canada and is getting cold here now. StoneyCreeker answered 5 years
ago. If someone has removed the thermostat the engine will run much colder providing less
heat to the heater core. See if the gauge on the dash shows normal temperature. If it is low,
check it. Is the heater fan blowing at full speed? There is a device on the heater core under the
hood on the passenger side that controls the fan speed. I have seen them burn out. They are
easy to replace and not expensive. Is the ducting under the dash complete and connected? I
once knew a guy that put a new radio in his dodge and ripped out the ductwork to make it fit.
LOL Come wintertime he had no heat either. Also MICE may have set up a home in your
ductwork blocking the airflow. You may have a partial coolant blockage in your heater core.
Rust, gunk, etc. Remove both heater hoses from the heater core under the hood and try to run
water through it from your garden hose. That might flush it out but don't be too aggressive or
you could blow out the heater core. It is designed to handle 15 to 20 psi and your garden hose
could have 40 - 50 psi. Be careful. They also have radiator "flush" kits that might un-block a
partially plugged core. The water pump could be failing, not providing enough coolant flow.
Look at it and see if there is coolant leaking around the pulley or the "seep" hole on top.
Replace if there is. Hope this helps. Good Luck. Also could be a missing or cracked vacuum
hose that controls the amount of coolant flowing to the heater core. I had a broken heater valve
one time and just blocked off the vacuum hose and turned the valve to "on" for the winter It is
very obviously connected between the engine and the heater core on one of the hoses. Gordon
answered 3 years ago. Maybe it's the heater core its self but I'm not getting the tell tale
antifreeze smell which rules out When we turn the heater in our 97 dodge ram it just blows cold
air. New water pump , new thermostat, Luke warm heat only , not hot.. But smelled a burning
smell , plastic or rubber Hello, I have a dodge ram 5. I just bought the truck used. When I start
the truck up it runs fone, when it worms up it starts blowing air out of the backside of the
carborato I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Poor heater in dodge ext cab 4X4, blows
Luke warm air. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Dodge RAM question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I have a dodge ram sport. I have a problem with the heater
putting out a little heat. Do you. I would suspect an obstruction preventing the temperature door
from moving all the way to the hot setting. Measure the air temperature at the outlet. The clue is
in what happens to the air temperature at different fan speeds. When the heater core is
restricted, it won't be able to maintain the temperature when more air blows through it so the
duct temperature will drop at higher fan speeds. If the temperature door is blocked, the
percentage of hot to cold air will remain constant at any fan speed so the temperature will not
change very much at different speeds. Was this answer. I am getting 90 degrees out of the vents
at low fan speeds. But when on high it gets colder Was this answer. That suggests blockage in
the heater core so not enough BTUs are making it through. What you SHOULD also find is one
heater hose will be considerably cooler than the other one although in my experience that can
be misleading because to me they both always feel the same. Before you search any further, I
would suggest removing the heater hoses and flushing the heater core both ways with a garden
hose. If possible, take the hoses off at the engine. That will prevent spilling water onto the
distributor cap if you have a V-8 or V-6 engine. It will also prevent putting strain on the heater
core tubes when tugging on the hoses. Caradiodoc Was this answer. I have flushed the heater
core about 5 times. I forgot to list that. I did notice that when I took off the return line on the
heater core that it seemed to trickle out of the hose when the truck was running Was this
answer. That trickle might be misleading because there isn't much pressure there pushing the
coolant. The flow is achieved in a closed system because the water pump is pulling coolant just
as hard as it is pushing it on the other end. What did the flow look like with the garden hose? It
should flow just as fast as the hose itself with no nozzle on the end. The heater core normally
doesn't pose any restriction for a garden hose. The flow with the garden hose was a constant
flow both ways. I took another temp reading tonight and what I found was that when the heater
was on but no fan it was about degrees but as I increased fan speed the temperature dropped.
When the fan was at full speed I had 90 degrees coming out of the vents. Could the heater core
be partially plugged? All the vents are working normally. When on defroster it goes to defroster
and when on feet it goes to feet. When I turn to cold is seems to work fine. The only other thing I

did was put the heater on ac mine does not work and I got a little more heat. This is begining to
frustrate me. I took a temp reading right at the heater core behind the glove box and I get about
depending on how long I let the truck warm up. From everything you've written, it sure seems
like the heater is partially plugged, but I've never had one yet that didn't respond to the garden
hose. Is there any way you can disconnect the actuator for the temperature door and work the
door by hand? You should feel a nice soft thud as it closes each way. I know Fords have a lot of
trouble with pencils falling down in the box where they block the doors. You might have leaves
or a mouse nest preventing the door from sealing which would let some cold air bypass the
heater core. Otherwise I'm at a loss. Which actuator is for the temperature? I have three vacuum
actuators and a cable for the cold or warm air selector. I got 90 degrees out of it last night. I took
a temp reading off my dads dodge dakota and he was putting out degrees from his vents. That's
a significant loss on my vehicle. Some one said I should try and run c. Cleaners through the
heater core. Do you recommend this or should I just keep trying to back flush the system? I
only have a '99 service manual but it should be the same. They show three vacuum actuators
for the modes, and an electric one for the temperature. You must remove the heater box to get
to that one. The picture isn't clear on its location. If it is up on top to the right, you might be able
to remove the glove box liner and reach in that way. It will have a two-wire electrical connector.
They make reference to the cable but they don't say what it is for. If you can see the end that
attaches to the heater box, see if it slides though a stamped metal clip with three fingers. If it
does, that is a self-adjusting feature. Be sure the cable isn't sliding in that clip instead of
pushing on the, Whatever it pushes on. Once adjusted by moving its control fully both ways,
that cable shouldn't slide in the clip after that. I do not have the electronic connector I have a
cable that is connected to a door right in front of the heater core. Is this the temperature control
that you talked about? I just checked the door and it seems to be working fine. The door has a
cable on it and sits between the heater core and the ac condenser. Does the radiator cap have
anything to do with the coolant flow? I am just trying to make sure I cover all bases. The truck is
running about in temp. Is this okay? I can't tell from the drawing, but they do talk about a cable
but they don't say what it's for. They also are not clear about the location of the blend-air door
actuator, only that you have to remove the heater box to get to it. Sorry that the replies are out
of sequence. Got tied up with a phone call. The cap shouldn't matter. I can see the blend door
connecting arm and I think it is connected with a cable. You would have to take the dash apart
in order to get to it. But you can get a hand on the lever and I checked it and it is working and
making a sound when moved. I have a stupid question and that is could my ac be stuck on and
causing cold air to flow through the heater although I am asking it to pump heat? Or am I
grasping at straws here. The AC will run in defrost mode to remove humidity from the air before
it blows it onto the cold windshield. Other than that, you should not see the compressor cycling
on in heat or vent modes. I checked the ac to see if the compressor was cycling on in the heat
modes and it was not I checked in the defrost mode and it cycled quickly. The ac doesn't work
anymore. There must be a little charge in the system if it cycled on at all. It wouldn't matter
anyway. The AC evaporator in the dash is limited to 40 degrees so condensation won't freeze
into a block of ice and block air flow. In heat mode, it is taking potentially minus 30 degree
outside air and warming it up to a comfortable level, so in defrost mode, it only would have to
overcome plus 40 degree air from the evaporator. That's no different than taking 40 degree
outside air and raising it up. I am at a loss in what to do next. Any ideas? I think I might have to
bite the bullet and disassemble the dash. I wish there was a way to definitely tell if the heater
core was clogged or not. The only thing I can think of to try would be to pinch off the upper
radiator hose for a minute or two to bring the coolant temperature up closer to degrees and see
how the air feels. Ten degrees can be quite a difference, especially when you're freezing your
butt off planting insulation! I hate winter! Okay ill try it Was this answer. Please login or register
to post a reply. Step by step guide on how to replace automotive engine heater hoses, this
article pertains to most vehicles. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. This is a kit to do a complete repair on the blend door malfunction
that is common to Rams. Every Ram in this range either has, or will have, this common failure. If
you feel uncomfortable installing the repair yourself, go Here to find a HeaterTreater certified
garage near you. The Dodge is relatively simple compared to our other HeaterTreater products.
The Ram has a metal blend door and a metal connector on the actuator motor. The problem is
use of a plastic interposer to connect the motor to the blend door axle. The pictures show the
plastic OEM component and the steel replacement. Some early RAM's have a mechanical slide
lever control on top of the box. If your truck doesn't have the actuator motor on the bottom of
the box, it is the older version and our kit for the electronic model will not help. The actuator
motor is located under the passenger side dash and you can use the second picture to locate

the motor module. You can observe movement of the motor by adjusting the temp control knob
with the HVAC system on. The module is held in place with two phillips screws and is removed
by pulling straight down. The black interposer that the motor fits into can usually be removed
with your fingers, but you may need a pair of pliers. Again, just pull straight down on the black
plastic piece and it will come loose. Inspect the interposer for any signs of cracking or chipping.
The Dodge actuator motor has a full degree rotation capability with no built in limit stops. The
internal gears have a slide connector that moves along a variable resistance strip and uses the
different resistance readings to gauge the position of the blend door. The most common
observation is a cracked interposer and seemingly non-functional motor. The HeaterTreater
provides an unbreakable replacement interposer and fully illustrated instructions on how to
open the motor case and re-index the motor gears to restore proper operation. Generally the
Dealer will recommend a new motor including another cheap plastic interposer that will break at
a substantial cost. The HeaterTreater will restore functionality that will outlast the truck at a
significantly lower price. The replacement component is good to solve a HVAC problem, but
also can easily be inserted into a functioning system to avoid the problem occurring in the first
place. Contact us for pricing on volume purchases. Heater Treater replaces the cheap, plastic
co
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nnector with steel. Replacing the connector with the same plastic part from the manufacturer
WILL result in continued problems â€” the same system design problem that caused the failure
in the first place WILL happen again. Heater Treater attacks the root cause of the failure by
constructing hardware that is designed to meet the rigors of normal operation of the HVAC
system, and last for the life of the Jeep. Note that some early vehicles used a mechanical cable
control for the blend door. Check that you have an actuator motor on the bottom of the box at
the intersection of the transmission tunnel and firewall to make sure that the control is
electronic. The cable system will be on top of the box and will be a mechanical issue with the
cable. The Ram was a changeover year. Dodge Ram '' Be the first to review this product. In
stock. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip
to the beginning of the images gallery. Submit Review. Toggle Nav.

